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Design Thinking
“We can’t solve problems using the same kind of thinking  
we used when we created them.”

– Albert Einstein 

Definition:
Design thinking enables highly collaborative activities inside and outside the classroom where students are 
directly engaged in information gathering, knowledge generation, communication, and presentation.  
Design thinking is active and encompasses process, mindset, and practice.

Process  
Design thinking is a structured approach 
to identifying challenges, generating 
potential solutions, refining ideas, and 
testing solutions. The process is circular 
and should be revisited throughout a 
learning experience to encourage 
experimentation, solution feasibility, 
and reflection.

mindset  
Design thinking is a mindset of 
collaboration and problem solving 
and encourages one to take an inquiry 
stance, think divergently, and develop 
reflexively. This process affirms empathy, 
curiosity, constructiveness, and 
continuous iteration.

Practice  
In practice, the design thinking process 
can be employed over time or as part 
of another methodology. It is equally 
impactful at the activity, project, course, 
or program scale and works well with 
external subjects or with the classroom.

Guiding Question
When your students head out into the world as young adults, what skills do you anticipate 
them needing to succeed? What role might design thinking play in that development?

Learning Guides on Design
What is Design Thinking?

Design Thinking Process
Problem Finding Solution Testing

Discovery/Empathy
Find deep & 
meaningful needs 
through observing 
& engaging

• What needs to 
change & how 
much? What can 
change?

• Who’s involved? 
How do they 
think & why?

• What do they 
want & need?

Interpretation/ Define
Reframe needs & 
insights into action 
able problem 
statements

• Analyze what has 
been learned 
about the problem, 
where it takes 
place & who is 
involved

• Use role play & 
models

• Create "(User) needs 
a way to (Verb) 
because..." statements

Ideation
Generate 
Volume & 
Variety of Ideas

• Brainstorm 
individually & 
collaboratively

• Diverge

• Choose 
constraints & 
then remove 
them to enrich 
ideas

Experimentation
Visualize possible 
solutions by 
trying them out

• Create a 
prototype 
of a service, 
solution, or 
product

• Converge

• Use different 
user groups’ 
points of view 
to “test drive”

Evolution/Test
Communicate 
with users to 
gain feedback 
& refine solutions

• Use feedback & 
observations to 
evolve a solution

Problem Solving

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7sEoEvT8l8
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Projects vs. Project Based
Projects

Teacher

• Questioning 

• Planning

• Researching

Student
• Creating

• Improving

• Presenting

Project Based
Teacher
Student

• Questioning 

• Planning

• Researching

• Creating

• Improving

• Presenting

Stanford Design Projects: Problem-Based Learning Cycle
1. Empathize

Read and analyze the 
problem scenario. 
Understand people 
within the context of 
your problem.

Teacher  
Checkpoint

2. Define
Continue to analyze 
the problem. Craft a 
meaningful, actionable 
problem statement 
(a point-of-view) based 
on needs of user.

Teacher  
Checkpoint

3. Research
Hands on, data in 
science maps, online 
simulations, articles, 
videos, and books.

Teacher  
Checkpoint

4.Ideate
List possible actions. 
Reanalyze.  

CR Idea Generation

Teacher  
Checkpoint

5.Prototype
Time to create. 
Environmental change. 
Cultural Change. 
Invention. 
CR: Idea Design 
& Refinement

Teacher  
Checkpoint

6.Share
Share findings. 
Low stakes. 
Self critique. 
Consult an expert.

Teacher  
Checkpoint

7. 4Rs
Redesign. Remodel. 
Reformat. Reflect.

CR: Idea Design & 
Refinement CR Reflection

8. Showcase
Final reflection and 
redesign.

CR: Reflection

Throughout Project:  
CR: Openness and Courage to Explore.  
CR: Works Creatively with others.  
CR: Creative Production and Innovation

Project vs. Project-Based Learning
Avenues for Design: Student Ideas  & Products

Inventions 
Prototyping

Cultural Change
Social Media Campaigns, Productions, Artistry 

Examples: dance production or art show to raise 
awareness,composing and performing a song to a 

global audience that calls for a change in legislation.

Change in Environment
Virtual worlds with 

architectural design, 
city planning, 

redesiging etc.

How do I get started?
It comes down to two simple steps: 
1) Explore an activity. 
2) Collaborate and use resources.

Additional Resources
• Design Thinking for Educators

• Design Thinking in Pedagogy

• Stanford D. School

• Design Thinking Beginner's Guide 
 
 

 

• Design Thinking with Students

• Design Thinking Ted Talk

• Stanford Design Work - 
Teacher Support Toolkit

https://www.ideo.com/post/design-thinking-for-educators
http://nowadays.home.pl/JECS/data/documents/JECS=202014=20=282=29=2063.74.pdf
https://dschool.stanford.edu
https://www.ajjuliani.com/blog/ka8eye5pf5bhwp3-lc7ch-nd29c-ddt7y-5gf79-2bcyt-67hl2-xtpcb-5b8a5-3se4f-9h2mp-ml247-9wb4n-8b6jk-lkcha-aydfe-ra44k-awyx8-tkpxx-pklrj-kkw58-xs4cx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLKa2weeajI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyt4YvXRRGA
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i1nF0zM6nhNADe6YEUWg1XddWmsPxQGRKrMymGqXpx4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i1nF0zM6nhNADe6YEUWg1XddWmsPxQGRKrMymGqXpx4/edit

